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Articulated Jib Crane
The knuckle joint design allows the boom
to turn back on itself and even service
behind the support column. Available in
wall, column or ceiling mount, where the
work area is a premium.
This little task saver has low headroom
& enables tools, vacuum tube lifters,
balance air units, spring balancers etc. to
be suspended and give absolute, infinite
and effortless coverage over work stations
& around obstructions.

Specifications:
• Standard Jib lengths:
1250 + 1250mm, 1500 + 1500mm,
1750 + 1750mm, 2000 + 2000mm
• Height of Column Unit is ordered
to suit
• Maximum SWL with hoist is 80kg

Workstation Cranes & Jibs
GORBEL Workstation Bridge
Cranes
Lifting and shifting from above is often
the easiest way to solve handling
problems. This range of overhead
handling equipment provides the ideal
combination of the most ergonomically
effective, flexible & efficient workstation
crane system.
The ergonomic, enclosed track, light,
workstation bridge crane systems provide
the handling equipment needed to
increase productivity & get the job done.
They have the ability to span up to 10
metres and have lifting capacities from 125
- 2000kg allowing for easy product
handling over a large area & creating a
safe work cell for users.
Just add one of our Vaculex, vacuum tube
lifters, a self-contained vacuum lifting
device, an electric or air hoist, a balancer
or one of our Intelligent Assist Devices
(IAD’S) & the way is open for you to
be….. working with ease
Available in:
Ceiling Mounted, Incorporating two
parallel runways and a bridge suspended
from the roof & providing full lifting
coverage over a rectangular work area.
Freestanding, is the same as above
except that the runways are supported on
a freestanding structure.
Monorail Styles are a single rail
supported either from the ceiling or a
freestanding structure.

GORBEL Workstation Jibs
Enclosed track workstation jibs are ideal
for supporting Vaculex vacuum tube
lifters, electric & air hoists, Intelligent
Assist Devices (IAD’s), tool balancers, air
balancers, and welding wire. They range
in capacity from 50-500kg and can
handle up to 200° rotation when wall or

GORBEL Workstation Jibs
Enclosed track workstation jibs are ideal for supporting Vaculex vacuum tube lifters,
electric & air hoists, Intelligent Assist Devices (IAD’s), tool balancers, air balancers, and
welding wire. They range in capacity from 50-500kg and can handle up to 200°
rotation when wall or column mounted, and up to 360° rotation when freestanding,
floor mounted or mobile.
Available in:
Freestanding, where it is supplied with a column to be fixed to the floor.
Wall Mounted, where it can be fixed to an existing column, or wall.
Mobile Mounted, where the jib & lifter can be relocated to a multitude of different work
stations.

Freestanding jib with 360° slew, assists
lifting at a machining station

Ceiling mounted light crane makes loading easy over a CNC machine tool workstation.

Freestanding workstation crane making die
changes easy & safe.

Wall Column Total
mounted mounted jib length
LCS8012 LWS8012 2500mm
LCS8015 LWS8015 3000mm
LCS8017 LWS8017 3500mm
LCS8020 LWS8020 4000mm

LCS8020 with a 4 metre jib shown here
handling a tank

Mobile, workstation jib with a Vaculex
vacuum tube lifter, for lifting 25kg sacks.
The jib can slew 360°


